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Let M be a von Neumann algebra, and N a sub von Neumann algebra of M. 
We prove that if 4 and $I are n.f.s. weights on N and M respectively, such that 
oh extends 0~6, then there is a unique n.f.s. operator valued weight T from 
M to N, such that I/ = 4 0 T. Moreover we generalize the notion of modular 
automorphism groups associated with conditional expectations to operator 
valued weights. 
In [9] we defined operator valued weights from a von Neumann algebra M 
to a sub von Neumann algebra N. We refer the reader to [9] for definitions and 
notation. The sections of this paper are denoted sections 5 and 6, and all re- 
ferences to sections l-4 should be understood as references to [9, sects. l-41. 
In the following we list the main results of this paper. In [9, sect, 41 we proved, 
that when T is a n.f.s. operator valued weight from M to N, and $ is a n.f.s. 
weight on N, then c@’ extends q@. The first theorem here proves the converse, 
namely: 
THEOREM (5.1). Let M, N be won Neumann algebras N g M, and let 4, # be 
n.f.s. weights on N and M respectively. If ut”(x) = q+(x) for any x E N, then 
there exists a unique n.f.s. operator valued weight T such that t,h = # 0 T. 
The proof of theorem 5.1 relies on a reduction of the problem to the case, 
where 4, # are traces on semifinite algebras by using the crossed products 
R(M, a@) and R(N, o*), which are semifinite (cf. [15]). From Theorem 5.1 
we obtain a simple criterion for semifiniteness of the centralizer of a weight, 
namely: 
THEOREM (5.7). The centralizer M, of a n.f.s. weight q4 on a won Neumann 
algebra M is semifinite if and only if there exists a u,@-invariant n.f.s. operator 
valued weight from M to M, . 
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It should be noted, that there exists a n.f.s. weight 4 on the hyperfinite type 
II, factor, such that Mb is of type III (cf. [8]). 
The following result is perhaps surprising, since it is in marked contrast to 
what is valid for conditional expectations. Recall that P(M, N) is the set of 
all n.f.s. operator valued weights from M to N, N G M. 
THEOREM (5.9). P(M, N) f @ -z-P(N’, M’) # o. 
M’ and N’ are of course the con-mutant of M and N. As a corollary we obtain 
that there is always a n.f.s. operator valued weight from the algebra B(H) of all 
bounded operators on a Hilbert space H to a von Neumann algebra N on H. 
Note that there is a normal conditional expectation from B(H) to N if and only 
if N is a direct sum of type I factors (cf. [l 11). In the last section (Section 6) we 
generalize some recent results due to Combes and Delaroche on conditional 
expectations (cf. [2]). The modular automorphism group or, T E P(M, N) on 
NC = N’ n M and the cocycle Radon Nikodym derivatives (DT2 : DT& , 
TI , T, E P(M, N) can be defined exactly as in [2]. 
THEOREM (6.5). Let T,, be a fixed element in P(M, N). The map T + (DT : 
DT,,) is a bijection of P(M, N) onto the set of u T~cocycles in the relative com- 
mutant NC. 
Not all results from [2] can be generalized to operator valued weights. For 
instance the restriction map T - T / NC is a bijection of P(M, N) onto P(Nc, 
Z(N)) if and only if there is a faithful family of conditional expectations from 
M to N (cf. Theorem 6.6). In general, however, the restriction of T to NC 
need not to be semifinite. Using Connes’ and Takes&i’s relative commutant 
Theorem [5, Chap. II, Theorem 5.11 we show: 
COROLLARS (6.11). If M = R(N, 19) is the continuous decomposition of a 
properly infinite von Neumann algebra due to Takesaki [15], then P(M, N) + o , 
but there is no normal conditional expectation from M to N (we identifr N with 
its natural- injection in the crossed product). 
5. CONDITIONS FOR EXISTENCE OF OPERATOR VALUED WEIGHTS 
THEOREM 5.1. Let M and N be von Neumann algebras, N C M, and let 4 
and 4 be n.f.s. weights on M and N respectively, such that ut*(x) = ut”(x) Vx E N. 
Then there exists a unique n.f.s. operator valued weight S from M to N such that 
+==JIos. 
For the proof we need some results about crossed products from [15] : 
Let M be a von Neumann algebra, and + a n.f.s. weight on M. The crossed 
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product R(M, &) is generated by M (or more precisely a subalgebra isomorphic 
to M) and a one parameter group of unitaries h(t), t E I&’ such that 
u+) = h(t)x h(t)*, x E M. 
There is a dual action s --+ B,* of R on R(M, CT”). The automorphisms Osb can 
be characterized by their action on the generators: 
esd(x) = x, x EM, 
Osm(A(t)) = e-istA(t), t E Ft. 
In particular II/I C {y E R(M, 06) ] e,Qy = y Vs E Iw). In fact M is exactly the 
fixed point algebra under OS*. 
LEMMA 5.2. In the above situ&m, put 
TX = 
I 
m 6,*x ds, Y E R(M, u”), . 
-cc 
Then: 
(1) T is a n.f.s. operator valued weight from R(N, u*) to M. 
(2) There is a (unique) n.f.s. trace 7 on R(M, u”) such that (D$ 0 T : DT)~ = 
h(t), t E R. 
(3) The trace 7 satisjies 7 o OS* = e-%-, s E [w. 
Proof. (1) The above integral defines an element in the extended positive 
part of R(M, u”) by 
(4, TX> = \a C$ 0 19$+) ds, 4 E R(M, u*); . 
--m 
We extend OS* to an automorphism group on R(M, urn); as in the proof of 
proposition 4.9. Since 
(4, B?(Tx)) = (4 0 B,b, TX) = jx 4 0 eSd 0 O,m(.~) dt = (4, TX? 
--J; 
it follows that 
O,y TX) = TX, s E Iw. 
Let TX = Jr Ade, + cop be the spectral resolution of TX, then tYJd(e,) = e,a and 
4”(P) = P. 
Hence e, , p E M (fixed point algebra under Os6), which proves that TX can 
be regarded as an element of A??, . It is easy to check that T is a normal, faithful 
operator valued weight from R(M, u”) to M. To prove that T is semifinite, 
we consider T(h(f)*h(f)),wherefis a continuous functionwith compact support, 
5w33/3-8 
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and h(f) = Jr,f(t)h(t)dt. Put &(s) = exp(s2/2n2), n E N, then &(s) 7 1 for 
n -+ 00 uniformly on compact sets. 
Put 
gn(f) = j:; exp(s2/2n2) t+s’ ds = (27r)‘12n exp(n”t”i2). 
Note that g,(t) > 0 and s:a g,(t)dt = 2~. Since by Lebesgues monotone con- 
vergence theorem: 
TNf)*WN = 2: $ esV(f * *f)) MS) ds . 
rm = sup I h((f* *f)(t) e-is*) q&(s) ds nsN ---m 
= 2; w* *fkn) 
and II X((f* *flgJll < Ilf* *kflL . Ii g, l!1 < 2~ llfll~, it fdom that 
II T(v)*w))ll < 277 Ilfllf * 
In particular h(f) E n, . Since n, is a right module over M we have 
A( E n, , f~ K(R), a E M. 
which proves that nr is a-weakly dense in R(M, u”), i.e. T is semifinite. 
(2) Let x E R(M, u”)+ . Then for any t E IR: 
T@(t) A(t)*) = j-; OSb(A(t) .4(t)*) ds = j” OSd(x) ds = TX. 
--oc --fl 
Therefore 
4 0 T(X(t)xh(t)*) = 4 0 T(x), .v E R(M, u”)+ . 
Hence by [3, lemma 1.2.3(c)] we have ut ‘“‘(X(s)) = X(s), s, t E R. Together with 
Theorem 4.7(l) we get 
up=(X) = u;(x) = A(t) d(t)*, XEM, tER, 
u,“‘“T(A(s)) = X(s) = h(t) X(s) h(t)*, s, tElla. 
Since &I and h(s) generate R(M, u”) it follows that 
up’(x) = h(t) xX(r)*, x E R(M, u”). 
Hence by [12, Theorem 7.41 there is a n.f.s. trace T on R(M, c+) such that 
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4 0 T = I where h is the positive selfadjoint operator for which hit = A(t). 
From [3, lemma 1.2.3(b)] it follows that: 
(Dcj 0 T : DT), = h(t), t E R. 
(3) Since O,sd(A(t)) = ~~~~/\(t) we have B,Yd(k) = e+h. By the definition of 
T the weight 4 0 T is 8,“-invariant. Hence for .X E R(M, u”)+ : 
Remark. In [IS] Takesaki proved that R(M, ~6) is semifinite. Note that 
lemma 5.2 gives a proof of this result without using Hilbert algebra technique. 
In [lo] we will prove that 4 o T is proportional to the dual weight C$ constructed 
in [15]. 
Proof of Tkeorem 5.1. Assume that M, N, + and 4 satisfy the conditions 
of the Theorem. 
Since otJI Cut* we can regard R(N, a*) as a subalgebra of R(M, u”) namely 
the von Neumann algebra generated by N and the one parameter group x(t) E 
R(M, 06). Let 0,” be the dual action on R(M, ~6). Then 
esd(x) = x V.x E N, 
Obe(h(t)) = ecisfh(t), t E [w. 
Hence the dual action B,@ on R(N, 00) is just the restriction of 0,b. 
Put 
and 
-Oz Tp = 
J 
e,yx) ds, x E R(M, uq+; 
-co 
-OT T,.v = 
J 
OS+) ds, x E R(N, u”)+ . 
-cc 
Then T2 C Tl . According to lemma 5.2 there exist n.f.s. traces 7r and ~a on 
R(M, u”) and R(N, a@) respectively such that 
(D+ 0 Tl : 0~~)~ = h(t) = (D,b 0 T2 : IA-&, t E Iw. 
By Theorem 2.7 there is a unique n.f.s. operator valued weight 3 from R(M, u") 
to R(N, ~4) such that 7r = ~a o 3. Put R, = 05, o 3 0 0,6, s E IR then for a E 
R(N, u”) and x E R(M, u”)+ : 
R,?(a*xa) = efs 0 S(e;(a)*e;(x) S;(a)) 
Z e”,(esya)*S(es”(~)> es”(a)) = a*Rs(x)a. 
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Hence for s E Iw, R, is an operator valued weight from R(M, CT”) to R(N, u”). 
Since pi c 8,” = e-Sri , and 7s o 8,” = e-+s it follows that 7s o R, = pi . Thus 
R, = S for any s E Iw, or equivalently 
S o e,yx) = es* o S(X), x f zqiv, d)+ . 
Extending Ti , T, and S as in remark 2.4 we get for any x E R(M, CY’): : 
so T,(x) = j-= s o e,d(x) ds = j-m OS” o s(x) ds = T, o s(x). 
-z -m 
Hence we have the following commutative diagram 






According to proposition 2.5, Tl maps R(M, u”): onto fi+ . Hence S(M+) C &+ . 
Let S be the restriction of S to M+ . 
It is easy to check that S is a normal operator valued weight from M+ to 
3, . Since 7i = 7s o S an d since S preserves cocycle Radon Nikodym derivatives 
we get using the formula 
that 
(D$ o Tl : 0~~) = (DzJ 0 T2 : DTJ 
Thus for any x E R(M, ~6); : 
(t,h o S) 0 T,(x) = # 0 Tz 0 s(x) = 4 0 T,(x). 
Since Tl maps R(M, u”); onto fi+ it follows that 
4 0 S(Y) = 4(y) VY E M+ . 
By lemma 2.6 S is semifinite and faithful. The uniqueness of S follows from 
lemma 4.8. 
By Theorem 4.7(l) and Theorem 5.1 we get: 
COROLLARI' 5.3. Let M, N be won Neumann algebras, NC M. Then P(M, N) 
is non empty if and only if there exist n.f.s. weights 4, # on M and N respectively 
such that 
u&) = Q(x) Vx E N. 
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The following is a converse of theorem 4.7 : 
COROLLARY 5.4. Let M, N be van Neumann algebras, N C M, and let q3 + 4 
be a map of P(N) into P(M) satisfying 
(1) C+(X) = utd(x), x E N, 4 E P(N), 
(2) CD& : 4% = (W : Wt 9 $9 # g P(N). 
Then there is a unique operator valued weight T E P(M, N) such that 4 = 
4 o T for any $J E P(N). 
Proof. We choose $,, E P(N). By Th eorem 5.1 there is a unique T E P(M, N) 
such that do 0 T = 4,. For any $ E P(N) we get by Theorem 4.7(2) that 
(D~oT:D~,oT)=(D~:D~,)=(D~:D~,oT). 
Hence + o T = 4 (cf. [3, Theorem 1.2.41). 
THEOREM 5.5. Let Ml , M, be von Neumann algebras and let Nl , Nz be sub 
zroon Neumann algebras of Ml and M2 respectively. Let Ti E P(M, , Ni) i = 1, 2. 
There is a unique operator valued weight T E P(M, @ M, , Nr @I Ne) such that 
for any Pair (d , A) f .f. o n s. weights on Nl and N2 respectively. 
Proof. Let #r and $a be fixed n.f.s. weights on Nr and N, then for x E Nr 
and yENe 
Hence by theorem 5.1 there is a unique operator valued weight T from Ml @ M2 
to Nr @ Nz such that 
(h 0 TJ 0 (ho T?) = (~4 0 42) 0 T. 
Since the map w--f w 0 T preserves cocycle Radon Nikodym derivatives 
(Theorem 4.7(2)) it follows from the formula in [2, lemma 1.51): 
(DA Odz : Dh 0 #A = PA : DA) 0 (DA : DA), 
for & E P(N,), i = 1,2, that 
($1 @+A0 T = (410 TJ O(+rzo T-J 
for any +r E P(N,) and & E P(N,). 
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DEFINITION 5.6. The operator valued weight T in proposition 5.4 is called 
the tensorproduct of Tl and T, and is denoted by Tl @ T2. 
Note that when Tl and T, are normal faithful conditional expectations, then 
our definition of Tl @ Tz coincides with the usual definition of the tensor- 
product (cf. [2, proposition 2.11). 
THEOREM 5.7. Let 4 be a n.f.s. weight on a van Neumann algebra M. The 
centralizer M, of qS is semi$nite if and only if there exists a a,*-invariant n.f.s. 
operator valued weight from A!? to M, . 
Proof. Assume that M* is semifinite and choose a n.f.s. trace 7 on Mm . Then 
by Theorem 5.1 there exists a unique T E P(M, MJ such that 4 = 7 0 T. 
It is easily seen that for any t E R the map S, = T 0 ut$ is also a n.f.s. operator 
valued weight from M to Md such that 4 = T 0 S, . Hence by lemma 4.8 S, = T. 
Therefore T is a,‘+-invariant. 
Conversely, assume that there is a (So -d invariant operator valued weight 
T E P(M, M,), and let 4 E P(M,). Clearly the weight 4 0 T on M is a,“-in- 
variant. Hence by [12, Theorem 5.121 there exists a positive selfadjoint operator 
h affiliated with M, , such that # 0 T = +(h*) and thus by [12, Theorem 4.61: 
In particular 
utd-(x) = hit+i’, 2c Enf. 
a,“(y) = hity hF*, y E M* . 
Since CT& is inner, we conclude that M* is semifinite [12, Theorem 7.41. 
Remark. It is known that Mb is semifinite for two classes of n.f.s. weights 
on a von Neumann algebra M, namely for strictly semifinite weights (cf. [ 11) and 
for integrable weights (cf. [5, Sect. 21). In these two cases it is easy to give an 
explicit formula for a ut*- invariant operator valued weight T E P(M, Mm). 
If + is strictly semifinite, there is a faithful family of u,Gnvariant normal 
states on M. Hence by [13] utrn acts weakly almost periodic on the predual of M. 
Let m be a left invariant mean on the weakly almost periodic functions (cf. 
[7, Sect. 3.1]), then it is easy to check that 
S-z E,x = 
J 
ut*x dm(t) = lim I 
P 
ut*x dt (u-weakly) 
--cc l-m 2p s --y 
defines a normal, at&-invariant conditional expectation from M to M (see also 
[16, Sect. 31). Moreover E, is faithful, because its support projection is utd- 
invariant, and thus belongs to M* . If + is integrable, then by definition the set 
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is o-weakly dense in M. Hence 
f 
x 
Tmx = ut”(x) dt 
--II 
defines a n.f.s. operator valued weight from Al to rCf+, . (Same proof as in lemma 
5.2(l)). 
In [8] we gave an example of a n.f.s. weight $ on the hyperfinite factor of 
type II, such that M, is of type III. Using a lemma from [8] we can prove 
PROPOSITION 5.8. Let R be the hyperjnite factor of type IIm . There exists 
a sub von Neumann algebra N of R, such that P(R, N) is empty. 
Proof. By [8, lemma 21, there exists an abelian subalgebra A of R, such 
that the relative cornmutant N = A’ n R is of type III. Assume that there 
exists an operator valued weight T E P(R, N). Let 7 be the trace on R and let 
+EP(N). Then $0 T = r(h*) f or a positive selfadjoint operator h affiliated 
with R. Since A _C Z(N) _C N we get by [12, Theorem 4.61 that 
hifah-it = ufoT(a) = u,“(a) = a VUEA. 
Hence h is affiliated with A’ n R = N. However 
utm(,) = u,“~‘(x) = h’txh-” vx E N. 
Thus t --f ut6 is inner, which contradicts that N is of type III. 
THEOREM 5.9. Let M and N be von Neumann algebras on a Hilbert space 
H, such that N C M. Then 
p(Jf, N) # - P(N’, M’) + C. 
LEMMA 5.10. Let M be a von Neumann algebra on a Hilbert space H. There 
exists a strongly continuous one parameter group of unitary operators (uJfeR on 
H such that 
UP(X) = u,xut*, s E AI, 
utb(y) L= zqy$ , 1’ E ill’ 
for some pair 4, # of n.f.s. weights on M and 111’ respectively. 
Proof. Note first that if (e& is a partition of 1 in projections in the center 
Z(M) of M, then the lemma is true for Miff it is true for each of the von Neumann 
algebras e,M acting on the Hilbert spaces e,(H). If M is a semifinite, M’ is also 
semifinite. Hence in this case ut = 1 can be used. Thus we may assume that M 
is of type III. We treat first the case where M and M’ are u-finite. By [6, Chap. 
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III, Sect. 8, Corollary 11 and Sect. 1 corollary de proposition 41 M has a cyclic 
and separating vector &, . Put 
and let A be the modular operator associated with the left Hilbert algebra 
w-0 (cf. r.141). 
Then d-l is the modular operator associated with M’& . Hence: 
Q(x) = AitxA-it, x E M, 
o,*(y) = A-ifyAi”, y E M’. 
Therefore ut = Ait can be used in this case. We return now to the general 
case (M still of type III). Using [6, Chap. III, Sect. 1, lemma 71 on both M 
and M’ it follows that there exists a partition (e&r of 1 into central projections, 
such that eiM and eiM’ both contain partitions of e, into equivalent u-finite 
projections. Thus it is no loss of generality to assume that AZ (resp. M’) contains 
a partition of 1 into equivalent a-finite projections (pi)i,r (resp. (4i)is,). 
Let ol and fl be fixed elements in I and J respectively. Put Y = paqs , K = F’(I) 
andL = I’(J). Th en using [6, Chap. I, Sect. 2, prop. 51 twice the Hilbert space 
H is isomorphic to r(H) @ K @L. Th e corresponding factorizations of M and 
M’ are: 
M = (YMY) @ B(K) @ c, , 
M’ = (rMr)’ @ C, @ B(L). 
However, rMr is isomorphic to p,$fp, and (YMY)’ = rM’r is isomorphic to 
q,M’q, . Hence by the first part of the proof there exist positive, normal, 
faithful functionals +, Q on YMY and YM’Y respectively, and a strongly con- 
tinuous one parameter group (z&n of unitary operators on r(H) such that 
u,qx, = u,xq, 
utQ) == qyUt , 
x E rnlr, 
y E rM’r. 
Let trl and tr, be the traces on B(K) and B(L), and put r+ = ut @ 1 @ 1 on 
H =r(H)@K@L, then 
crt ~‘tT1(x) = atxwt*, N E n, 
u-*%(y) = Z~,*uW, , t y E M’. 
This completes the proof. 
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LEnIhlA 5.1 I. Let M be a won Neumann algebra on a Hilbert space H. 
(a) Let +EP(M) and #EP(M’). Th ere exists a strongly continuous one 
parameter group of unitarY operators (w&~ on H, such that 
u,“(x) = Z’*Xz$ x E M, 
a,Q) = z$% ) y E AI’. 
(b) Let G&R be a strongly continuous one parameter group of unitary 
operators on H. The following conditions are equivalent 
(1) 34 E P(M) : q(x) = utxut*, x E M, 
(2) 3# E P(M’) : ut”(y) = Ut*?x4t , T E M’. 
Proof. (a) According to lemma 5.10 there exists a strongly continuous 
one parameter group (z&n of unitary operators on H, & E P(M), and #,, E P(M’) 
such that 
c+(x) = u,xu,*, x E M, uP( y) = u;yut , ?’ E M’. 
Put Z’t = (04 : D+& $(D# : D&)o)l”, t E R. Since (04 : D#a), EM and 
(D# : D#,), E AT it follows that 
and 
Hence (zyJlerw satisfies the conditions. 
(b) It is enough to prove (1) * (2). Assume that there exists + E P(M), 
such that Us” = u,xuT, x E M. By (a) we can for a given weight u E P(M’) 
choose a strongly continuous one parameter group (z~)~~n of unitary operators, 
such that 
u,“(x) = v,q*, x E Al, and u,“(y) = v,*yv, , y E A/‘. 
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= u$ut*zys = (ups) os*(u~w,)as = WsqJ(Wt). 
Hence by [3, Theorem 1.2.41 there exists a n.f.s. weight II, on M’ such that 
(D# : IL), = wt. Thus: 
a,“(y) = WtqJ(y)wt* = zqyu, , y E M’. 
This completes the proof. 
Proof of Theorem 5.9. Because of the symmetry it is enough to prove 3. 
Let T E P(M, N) and choose 4 E P(N) and II, E P(M’). By lemma 5.11(a) there 
exists a strongly continuous one parameter group (z&~ of unitary operators 
on H such that 
up’(x) = wp;, s E M, 
qyy) = zyyz’t , ?’ E M’. 
For x E N : ut”(x) = U?‘(X) = qcz$. Hence by lemma 5.11 (b) there esists 
w E P(N’) such that utU(y) = v*yq for any y EN’. In particular 
utw(y) = utti(y) for y E M’ C N’. 
Hence by theorem 5.1 there exists S E P(N’, M’) such that w = 4 o S. 
Remark. We will prove in 96 that P(M, N) and P(N’, M’) are antiisomorphic 
in a certain sense. 
A combination of Theorem 2.7, corollary 2.10(3) and the above theorem 
gives: 
COROLLARY 5.12. Let M and N be zlon Neumann algebras, NC M. Then 
P(M, N) is not empty in the following cases: 
(1) M and N are semifnite. 
(2) N is a direct sum of type I factors. 
(3) M is a direct sum of type I factors. 
It is well known that if M, N are von Neumann algebras, N C M, such that 
type (N) > type(M), then there do not exist normal conditional expectations 
from M to N (cf. [I I]). It follows from Theorem 5.9 that no such selection rule 
exists for operator valued weights. Note also that for any von Neumann algebra 
M on a Hilbert space H, there is a n.f.s. operator valued weight from B(H) to 
M (Corollary 5.12(3)). 
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6. MODULAR AUTOMORPHISM GROUP ASSOCIATED 
WITH AN OPERATOR T?~LUED WEIGHT 
We shall in this section generalize some of the results due to Combes and 
Delaroche in [2]. Let AZ, N be von Neumann algebras, NC M. -4s usual NC = 
.I1 n Y’ _ . 
PROPOSITION 6.1. (cf. [2, lemma 3.1 andproposition 4. I]). (1)Let T E P(M, LV). 
For aq’ C$ E P(:V): @‘(NC) =: N’, arid the restriction of up’ to NC is independent 
of the choice of 4. 
(2) Let Tl , T2 E P(M, N). For any C$ E P(N): (D+ o T2 : D$ o TJt E XC 
and (04 T2 : Dc$ 5 T& is independent of the choice of 4. 
Proof. (I) Since O?‘(X) = q”(x), s E N we have apT(N) = N. Hence 
@‘(;‘VC) : .: SC. Let 4, 4 E P(N), then (D$ 0 T : D+ ,3 T)t = (04 : DQA)~ E K. 
Hence for s E :V : 
because O?‘(X) E :V’. 
(2) Let Tl , T2 E P(M), and let F2 be the algebra of 2 x 2-matrices with 
natural basis (e;;)i,j=r.? . 
Put 
T (2 pi, CL? eij) = (Tl(x,,) + T&X&) 0 1, x ~jj @ eij E (Al OF,)+ 
Then it is easy to check that T is a n.f.s. operator valued weight from M OF2 
to N @ I. Let C$ E P(N) and let 4’ be the corresponding weight on N @ 1, 
i.e. +‘(x @ I) == 4(x), x E N+ . Then 
Hence by [3, lemma 1.2.21 we have 
(D+ 0 T2 : Dc$ 0 T,), @ ezl = ~f’~~(l @ e,,). 
Since the relative cornmutant of N @ 1 in M @ F2 is NC @ F2 we get a~‘“‘(Nc @ 
F2) == NC @J F2 . Therefore (DC o T2 : Dq% o Tl)t E NC. Let now 4, # E P(N). 
Then 
(D# 0 T2 : Dz,b 0 TJt = (Dqb 0 T2 : Dc$ 0 T.&D+ 0 T, : D+ 0 T,),(D+ 0 Tl : 040 TJt 
= (Dz,L : D#D+ 0 T2 : D# 0 T,),(D# : D$); 
= (D+ 0 T2 : Dq5 o TJt 
because (DC 0 T2 : Dc$ o TJ E NC. This completes the proof. 
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DEFINITION 6.2. (1) For T E P(M, N) we let utT denote the restriction of 
a$.==, 4 E P(N), to NC. 
(2) For Tr , T, E P(M, N) we put (DT, : DT& = (D$o T2 : DC/ 0 TI)t 
d E W). 
By proposition 6.1 these definitions are independent of the choice of 4. 
The following proposition is a trivial consequence of [3, $11. 
PROPOSITION 6.3. For TI , T2, T3~ P(M, N): 
(1) up(x) = (DT, : DT,),+(x)(DT, : DT,),*, 
(2) CDT, : DTJ,,, 7 (DT, : DT,),+(DTz :DTJt , 
(3) (DT, : DT& = (DT, : DT,),(DT, : DTI)t, 
(4) (DT, : DT,), = (DT, : DT,),*. 
COROLLARY 6.4. If M and N are semifinite won Neumann algebras, NC M, 
then CT= is inner for any T E P(M, N). 
Proof. Let 7r and us be n.f.s. traces on M and N respectively. By Theorem 
2.7, there exists SE P(M, N) such that 7s == 7r o S. Hence for any x E NC : 
Let T E P(M, N) and put ut = (DT : IXQ. Then by proposition 6.3(2): 
u s+t - - u,u,p4t) =: u, Ut . 
Hence t -+ ut is a strongly continuous one parameter group and by proposition 
6.3(l) : 
U,‘(X) = UtUt~(Y)U~ = u,xq, XENC. 
THEOREM 6.5. Assume that P(M, N) # o and let T,, be a jixed element in 
P(M, N). The map T - (DT : DT,,) is a bijection of P(M, N) onto the set of 
ore-cocycles in NC. (i.e. the set of strongly continuous functions t -+ ut of R into the 
unitary group in NC, that satisfy ustt = u,u:o(u,)). 
Proof. By proposition 6.3(2) it follows that (DT : DT,,) is a uro-cocycle 
for any T E P(M, N). Assume that TI , T2 E P(M, N), and that (DT, : DT,), = 
(DTz : DT,,), . Let 4 E P(N), then (D+ o TI : 04 0 TO), = (D+ 0 T2 : DI# 0 TO),. 
Hence 4 o TI = 4 0 T, . By lemma 4.8 this implies that TI = T, . This proves 
the injectivity of the map T - (DT : DT,). Let (zQ)~=~ be a uro-cocvcle in NC, and 
choose + E P(N). We have u,+~ = u,u~‘~(z+). By [3, Theorem 1.2.41 there 
exists w E P(M) such that (DUJ : D+ c T,,), = ut . 
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For XEN: 
because ut E NC . Hence by Theorem 5.1 there exists T E P(M, N) such that 
4 o T = W. Moreover 
(DT : DT,), = (D$ 0 T : DC/J 0 To), = (Dw : D+ o TO), = ut . 
This proves the surjectivity. 
Let M, N be von Neumann algebras, and let T be a normal operator valued 
weight from M to N. The restriction T’ = T ] NC of T to NC maps N+” into 
Z(N); because for any x E N+ and any unitary u E Z(N) we have 
u*T(x)u = T(u*xu) = T(x). 
Hence T’ is a normal operator valued weight from NC to Z(N). Unfortunately 
semifiniteness of T does not in general imply semifiniteness of T’. 
THEOREM 6.6. (cf. [2, Theorem 5.31). Let M, N be von Neumann algebras 
NCM. 
(1) The following four conditions are equivalent: 
(i) There exists T E P(M, N), such that T 1 NC is semifinite. 
(ii) P(M, N) # 0, and for any T E P(M, N) the restriction T 1 NC is 
semifinite. 
(iii) There is a faithful family of normal bounded operator valued weights 
from M to N. 
(iv) There is a faithful family of normal conditional expectations from 
M to A’. 
(2) If one of the above conditions is satisjed, the map T + T’ = T 1 hTC 
is a bijection of P(M, N) onto P(NC, Z(N)) that satisfies 
uT’ = c,T 
(DTZ’ : DT;) = (DT, : DT,), 
T E P(M, N). 
Tl, T, E P(M, N). 
LEMMA 6.7. Let M and P be von Neumann algebras, P CM, and let 4 be a 
n.f.s. weight on M with the properties 
(a) u,~(P) = P, t E R, 
(b) 4’ = 4 1 P is semiJinite. 
5843313-9 
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Then 
(1) u?‘(x) = q”(x) vx E P. 
(2) If # E P(M), and (D# : D$J)~ E P for any t E R, then I,!J’ = I/ 1 P is 
semifinite and (D,V : D+‘)t = (D# : D+)t . 
Proof. (cf. [2, lemma 1.61). 
LEMMA 6.8. Let M and N be von Neumann algebras, N C M. Let T E P(M,N), 
and Zet (ei)iel be a partition of 1 into orthogonal projections in Z(N), and let Ti 
and Ti denote the restrictions of T to eiMei and eiNC respectively. Put T’ = T / NC. 
(a) T’ is semij%te iff T; is semifinite for any i E I. 
If these conditions are sati@ed, then 
(b) UT’ = uT if 9; = uTi for any i EI. 
Proof. (a) Trivial. 
(b) Clearly, Ti E P(eiMei , e,N). Moreover the relative cornmutant of 
eiMei in e,N is eiNc. For each i E I we let & and I,$ be n.f.s. weights on e,N 
and eJ(N) respectively. Define n.f.s. weights $, z,A on N and Z(N) by 
444 = C 4hwi), XEN,, 
icI 
NY) = C Mw), Y 6 WV+ . 
isr 
Then 
C$ 0 T(x) = c & 0 T,(eixei), 
&I 
.Y E M+ , 
4 0 T’(Y) = c 4~ 0 TXw), 
isI 
y E N+c. 
Since the weights & o Ti have orthogonal supports in M, it follows that 
Similarly 
up=i(z) = cry-(z), 
u:‘“‘;(Z) = uy(z), z E eiN”. 
Hence for x E NC, we get by the assumption uTi = uTi for any i E I, that 
Us’ = ufoT’(.x) = C u~ioTi(eix) 
ieI 
= 5 ufioT(eix) = u,“or(x) = uf(x). 
It is easy to prove the converse implication. 
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LEMMA 6.9. Let MO , N,, be von Neumann algebras, N,, C M,, , and let F be 
a type I factor. Put M = MO @F and N = NO OF, and let T E P(M, N). 
(a) There is a unique T,, E P(M, , NO), such that 
T(x@l)= T,,(x)@l,x:~(M,)+. 
(b) For any + E P(N,,): 
(C 0 tr) 0 T = (4 0 T,,) @ tr 
where tr is the trace on F. 
(c) Put N,,” = Ni n M,, . Then NC = N,,c @ 1 and 
u,qx @ 1) = UP(X) @ 1, XENC 0 . 
(d) Put T’ = T 1 NC and Ti = T,, 1 N,,c, then T’(x @ 1) = T;(x) @ 1 
for any x E (N,,“), . In particular 
T’ semifinite o Ti semifinite. 
(e) If the conditions in (d) are satisfied, then 
cq(y @ 1) = UF(JJ) 0 1, y E No’. 
Proof. (a) For any unitary u E F we have 1 @u E N. Hence for x E MO+ 
(1 @u)T(x @ l)(l au*) = T((l @ U)(X @ l)(l 0~)“) = T(x @ 1). 
Hence T(x @ 1) is affiliated with N n (M,, @ 1) = N,, @j 1. Thus there exists 
T,xr(N,); , such that 
T(x @ 1) = T,x @ 1. 
It is easy to check that the map x - TWr is a normal, faithful operator valued 
weight from M,, to N,, . The semifiniteness of T,, will follow, when (b) is proved. 
(b) Let 4 E P(N,,) and let tr be the trace on F. For x E F we have 1 @ x E N. 
Hence by Theorem 4.7 
This shows that 1 @F is contained in the centralizer of (4 @ tr) o T. Hence 
by [5, Chap. I, lemma 1.71 there exists 4 E P(M,) such that 
(# @ tr) 0 T = # @ tr. 
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Let x E (MO)+ and let e be a minimal projection in F. Since 1 @ e E N we have 
T(x @ e) = T((1 @ e)(x @ 1)(1 @ e)) 
= (1 @e) T(x@ I)(1 Be) 
= (1 @ e)(T,lc 0 1)(1 Be). 
Let yn be an increasing sequence in No+, such that 
Then 
Tsx = sup yn (cf. corollary 1.6). 
?LEN 
Hence 
I)(X) = (4 @ tr)(x @ e) = (4 0 tr) 0 T(x 0 e) 
where 4 is extended to (NJ; in the usual way. Thus 4 = $0 TO , and therefore 
(4 @ tr) 0 T = (4 0 T,,) @ tr. It f o 11 ows now from lemma 2.6 that T,, is semi- 
finite. 
(c) Clearly NC = N,,” @ 1. For x E Nsc : 
= us% @ 1 = UP(X) @ 1. 
(d) Trivial. 
(e) Since the map x + x @ 1 is an isomorphism of Not onto NC we get 
by (d) that o,“(y @ 1) = or;(y) @ 1, y E Not. 
Proof of Theorem 6.6. Part 1. (iv) 2 (i) follows from the proof of proposi- 
tion 2.9. 
(i) => (ii). Let T E P(M, N) be chosen such that T’ = T 1 NC is semifinite. 
and let SE P(M, N) be arbitrary. We shall prove that S 1 NC is semifinite. 
Since N can be decomposed in the form N = C&N, @Fi where Ni are 
u-finite and Fi are type I factors (cf. [6, Chap. III, 92 prop. 51) it follows from 
lemma 6.8(a) that it is enough to treat the case N = N,, @F where NO is u- 
finite, and F is a type I factor. Let M = MO @F be the corresponding factoriza- 
tion of M. 
We have No C MO . Thus by lemma 6.9 (a) and (d) it is sufficient to treat 
the case where N is u-finite. Let w be a normal faithful functional on N, and 
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let W’ be the restriction of w to Z(N). Note that the restriction of w 0 T to 
N+c is w’ o T’, which is semifinite. Moreover a,““r(N”) = NC for any t E IF& 
and (Dw 0 S : DW o T)t = (DS : DT)t E NC for any t E Iw. Hence by lemma 
6.7 (b) it follows that the restriction of w 0 S to NC is semifinite, or equivalently 
W’ o S’ is semifinite. Therefore S’ is semifinite by lemma 2.6. 
(ii) 3 (iii). Let R E P(M, N). Since T 1 NC is semifinite there exists a net 
(a&, of operators in nT n NC that converges u-strongly to 1. Put 
T&) = T(a&z,), xEM+, iEI. 
Clearly ( TJisr is a faithful family of bounded operator valued weights from 
M to N. 
(iii) => (iv). Let x,, E M+\(O). We shall show that there exists a normal condi- 
tional expectation < from M to N, such that E(XJ # 0. By the assumptions there 
exists a bounded, normal operator valued weight S,, from M to N, such that 
S,.lc, # 0. We can assume that S,,( 1) < 1. Choose a maximal family (SJisl , 
containing S, , of non zero operator valued weights from M to h’, such that 
Si( 1) < 1 for any i E I, and S,(l) h ave pairwise orthogonal supports. Since 
1 E NC we have S,(l) E Z(N) for any i ~1. Assume that ziEl [Si( I)] < I and 
put Q = 1 - zip, [S,(l)] E Z(N). ([ ] = support projection). Then by the 
assumptions there exists a bounded, normal operator valued weight T from 
M to N, such that T(q) # 0. We can assume that T(1) ,< 1. Put R(x) = T(qx), 
x E M+ . Then R is a non zero normal operator valued weight from M to N, 
such that R(1) < q. This contradicts the maximality of (S& . Hence 
&, [S,(l)] = 1. Put h = &S,(l) E Z(N). Then h < 1 and h is injective. Let 
h-l = $1” Ade, be th e spectral resolution of h-l. Put K, = sy Xde, + J-z ride, . 
Then (hJnE~4 is an increasing sequence and I < k, :$ n for any n E N. Put 
It is easy to check that E+ is a normal operator valued weight from ilf to N, 
and that c( 1) = 1. Hence E+ is the positive part of a conditional expectation E. 
Moreover <(x0) 2 xi., S,(x,) > S,x, . Hence E(x,,) f 0. This proves (iv). 
Part 2. It follows from condition (ii) that the restriction map T---f T’ = 
T 1 NC maps P(M, N) into P(Nc, Z(N)). We shall prove that ur’ = uT. Since N 
can be decomposed in the form N = xzt, Nj @Fi where Ni are u-finite, and 
Fi are type I factors, it follows from lemma 6.8 (b) and lemma 6.9 (c) and (e) 
that it is enough to treat the case where N is u-finite. Let w be a normal faithful 
functional on N, and let w’ be its restriction to Z(N). The restriction of w 1 T 
to N” is W‘ 0 T’. Hence by Lemma 6.7 (a) we have 
uyqx) == uy-‘(x) VXEN’ 
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or equivalently 
q(X) = u;‘(x) VXEN’. 
Letnow T,, TsEP(M,N)anddefine TEP(M@F~, N@l)by 
T (C Xii 0 ea) = (Tl(xn) + Tz(xzA) 0 1, 1 xtj 0 eij E CM 6 Fd+ 
as in the proof of proposition 6.1. Clearly the relative cornmutant of N @ 1 in 
M OF2 is NC @ F2 , and the restriction T’ = T 1 NC @ F2 is given by 
T’ (EYij 0 eij) = (Ti(~n) T G(Y&) 0 1, c yij @ ejj E (NC 18 F,), . 
In particular T’ is semifinite. Then using uT’ = uT on NC OF, we get 
(DT; : DT;), 0 e2, = u:‘( 1 @ esi) = utT(l @ e2,) = (DT, : DT,), @ ezl. 
That the map T--f T 1 NC is a bijection of P(M, N) onto P(Nc, Z(N)) can 
now be proved as in the proof of [2, Theorem 5.31. 
COROLLARY 6.10. Let M and iI’ be von Neumann algebras, N C M, such 
that there is a faithful family of conditional expectations from M to N, then for 
any T E P(M, N) there exists (b E P(Nc) such that uT = u*. 
Proof. Let 4 be a n.f.s. weight on Z(N) and put 4 = $0 T’ where T’ = 
T ( NC. Then for any x E NC : 
u,‘(x) = u;‘(x) = uy’(x) = ut”(x). 
Remark. Let R be the hyperfinite type II, factor. By [S, lemma 21 there 
exists an abelian subalgebra A of R, such that the relative cornmutant AC = 
A’ n R is of type III. Since R and A are semifinite, P(R, A) is not empty, 
and for any T E P(R, z4) we have uT inner (corollary 6.4). Hence in this case uT 
cannot be equal to the modular automorphism group of some n.f.s. weight on AC. 
COROLLARY 6.11. Let M = R(N, 0) be the continuous decomposition of a 
properly injinite z’on Neumann algebra, as a crossed product of a semifinite sub- 
algebra N, and a one parameter group of automorphisms (t7JSEP on N (cf. [15]). 
Then P(M, N) f 0, but there is no normal conditional expectation from M to N. 
Proof. By [5, Chap. II] there exists an integrable weight 4 E P(M), such 
that the centralizer Mh is equal to N. Thus by the remark following Theorem 5.7 
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defines a n.f.s. operator valued weight from M to N. Hence P(M, N) + G. 
(See also [lo]). Assume that there exists a normal conditional expectation from 
M to N. By Connes’ and Takesaki’s relative cornmutant theorem [5, Chap. II, 
Theorem 5.11 we have 
A” = M&’ n u c M* = N. I - 
Hence the support [c] of E belongs to N, and thus 1 - [c] = ~(1 - [E]) = 0, 
which proves that E is faithful. Hence using theorem 6.6 (a) any T E P(M, N) 
has a semifinite restriction to NC. However, for any x E N+ C N+ we get 
which contradicts that Td / NC is semifinite. 
In [2] it is proved that two normal, faithful conditional expectations pi and Ed 
have the same modular automorphism group, if and only if there exists a posi- 
tive selfadjoint operator h afIiliated with Z(Nc) such that l s = I,. (cf. [2, 
proposition 4.11 and remark 4.121). It is easy to see that this result can be 
generalized to operator valued weights, if the solution of the following prob- 
lem is affirmative. 
PROBLEM 6.12. Let ik1, N be von Neumann algebras, N C &Z, and let 
T E P(fif, N). Does ur leave the center of NC pointwise fixed ? Clearly the answer 
is affirmative if Z(N’) = Z(N) in particular if NC C N or if Ncc = N. Moreover 
it follows from corollary 6.4 and corollary 6.10 that the solution is affirmative 
if 1M and N are both semifinite, or if there is a faithful family of normal, condi- 
tional expectations from htl to N. 
THEOREM 6.13. Let M, N be ron Neumann algebras on a Hilbert space H. 
There exists a bijection a of P(M, N) onto P(N’, M’) such that 
(1) &T) = J 
(Da(Tz) : DcY(T;)), = (& : DTI)pf , 
T E P(M, N), t E IF& 
(2) TI , T2 E P(M, N), t E R. 
Proof. We have already proved in Section 5 that P(N’, M’) .x2 a iff 
P(M, N) # 0. Assume that P(M, N) + i;;. 
Let T,, E P(M, N) and let 4 E P(N) and 4 E P(M’). By the proof of Theorem 
5.9 there exists a strongly continuous one parameter group of unitaries on H, 
and an operator valued weight S,, E P(N’, A/‘), such that 
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Hence for x E NC = N’ n M = (M’)’ n N’ we have 
c+(x) = ,p=c@ = 7pq = uyl(x) = d@). 
Let now T E P(M, N) be arbitrary, and put 
ut = (DT: DT,), . 
Since ut is a op-cocycle, it follows that uet is a aso-cocycle in NC. Hence by 
Theorem 6.5 there exists a unique operator valued weight a(T) E P(N’, AZ’) 
such that 
(Da(T) : DS,), = ct. 
Using Theorem 6.5 we get that the map 01 is a bijection of P(M, N) onto 
P(N’, M’). Loreover for x E NC : 
U;‘=‘(X) = (Da(T) : DS,,),c+(x)(Dcx(T) : OS,);” 
= (DT : Di&o=Jx)(DT : DT,,)_“, = u:,(x). 
Hence (1). Clearly or(T,) = S,, . Thus for any T E P(M, N) 
(Da(T) : Dor(T& = (DT : DT,)-, . 
Hence using the chainrule we get (2). 
Remark. Let 4 and # be n.f.s. weights on a von Neumann algebra. By [4] 
we have 4 < # iff the map t -+ (D$ : Dcj)t has a (unique) bounded a-weakly 
continuous extension to the strip -3 < Imz < 0, analytic in the interior of 
the strip, such that II(D# : D#)-i,2 11 < 1. By the same method as in the proof 
of lemma 4.8, one can prove that for Tl, T2 E P(M, N): 
Hence Tl < T, iff the map t 4 (DT2 : DTl)t has a bounded, u-weakly con- 
tinuous extension to the strip -3 < Imz < 0, analytic in the interior, such 
that 11 (DT2 : DT,)-i,2 (( < 1. Let CI be as in Theorem 6.12. Then using 
(WTJ : DG’--z)), = (DT, : DT,)-, = (DT, : DT& , t E IW, 
it follows that 01 reverses the order: 
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